FRENCH INDO-CHINA
by not only the French and Chinese, but
to- the growth of an Annamite plutocracy, which owed its
to the French regime. This economic development has caused
the	of living to rise, not universally but surely, and has
the gap between the two civilizations, as no amount of legisla-
tion	ever	done. The psychology of men In a wealthy and
country, in which there is room and profits for all, has
to	the racial antagonism usually engendered by
Here Western education9 violent politics, and untramelled
Occidental social and economic rather than racial
reproduce Europe and the Americas and not the Far
The                    of Aaaamlte institutions is almost complete:
Westernism is in control, from the new economic equip-
of the country to the Occidentalized viewpoint of the Anna-
Not           there  are no  longer  miserable  peasants who live
in their traditions, but they do not spiritually dominate
the                           the Imprint and outlook are now unmistakably
Western.
In	the	has teen more painful and far slower. If the
cause for grievance against Hue and loyalty
to	they bad also recent memory of the violence they
Gmmkr*s repudiation and throughout twenty years
of	Its suppression. If they had reason to distrust Annam
Its	they        also just cause to doubt the stability and
of the French. Bert and De Lanessan Inspired belief In the
of	Ideal, but Metropolitan interference and
the	of	by their rapidly rotating successors,
to a people who, above all, loved
order. Moreover* current psychology and circumstances
m la the         of the	not permitted the creation of a roil
in Tonkin. A belief in the fundamental antagonism of
the	for Hu£        tl Its works, as well as the contagion of
to the North* contributed to retaining a strongly
the regional Independence of a country
m	fcy It«	and geographical inaccessibility,
and language encourage armed resis-
on fie	of the conquerors and the co-operation
of the	the tread towards 'direct administration is
of the	xaadMBery ami dissensions

